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Ideas & Issues (LogIstIcs/InstaLLatIons & sustaInment)

A s the Marine Corps returns 
to its naval roots, there is a 
renewed focus on how the 
Marine Corps can support 

the naval force. Expeditionary Advanced 
Base Operations (EABO) has a founda-
tion in the Marine Corps Operating Con-
cept and outlines how the Marine Corps 
can enable the naval force. EABO is 
not the only role for the Marine Corps; 
however, it is emerging as a critical role 
across the conflict continuum against 
peer competitors. It will be most chal-
lenging logistically during an outright 
war.  
 EABO describes how Marines will 
distribute among a series of expedition-
ary advanced bases (EAB) to support 
the maritime portion of a peer conflict. 
EABs—characterized by their small 
size, dispersion, mobility, and low sig-
nature—are designed to operate in the 
littoral areas around key maritime ter-
rain, within the enemy’s weapons en-
gagement zone (WEZ). These EABs 
are task-organized to provide various 
capabilities, such as ground-based fires 
or logistical support for the fleet, as re-
quired by the Maritime Component 
Commander. Regardless of the EAB’s 
capability, they will enable friendly op-
erations while reducing the fleet’s risk.  
 In a modern, high-end conf lict, 

EABO is not logistically supportable 
given the need to persist and operate 
within the enemy’s weapons engage-
ment zone at a significant distance from 
friendly support bases. EABs used for 
fires in support of sea control or forward 
arming and refueling points (FARP) 
provide the required sustainment scope 
to appreciate the logistics dilemma. 
When these EABs operate simultane-
ously to realize operations at scale, a 
logistics distribution challenge arises 
that is greater than the Marine Corps 
or joint force can support.  

Fires EAB Vignette
 An EAB supporting sea control us-
ing landbased anti-ship cruise missiles 
(ASCM) will require shooting plat-
forms, personnel to operate the plat-
forms, ordnance, and fuel to support 
operations. While the Marine Corps 
does not have a shorebased ASCM 
firing capability yet, a HIMARS or 
Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV)-
like platform firing the Naval Strike 
Missile (NSM) is the envisioned 
solution.2.Those systems provide an 
example from which size and fuel 
consumption can help determine EAB 
logistics requirements. Each platform is 
assumed to carry and shoot one NSM 
at a time based on similarities to the 
current HIMARS capability to carry 
and shoot one Army Tactical Missile 
System, which has similar physical 

dimensions to the NSM. The NSM 
and its shooting platform provide the 
critical component of fires EABs.  
 A fires EAB needs to produce a salvo 
sufficient to achieve a mission kill on an 
enemy combatant to prove effective in 
supporting sea control. In the Wayne 
Hughes book Fleet Tactics, a historical 
analysis of ASCM missile engagements 
outlines that the probability of a missile 
hit against a defended ship is 0.264.3 
Assuming a shot doctrine of two missile 
hits to achieve the desired mission kill, 
the EAB would need to be capable of fir-
ing eight missiles against one defended 
enemy ship. The shooting platforms do 
not have to be collocated but need to 
be close enough to mass their fires on 
the enemy ship within the overlapping 
~100nm range of the NSM. It is prudent 
to anticipate that enemy ships will not 
operate independently in a conflict but 
instead in a surface action group of at 
least three ships. Therefore, additional 
ordnance would be required for rapid re-
loading and engaging the other ships in 
that group. The capability for multiple 
salvos from each shooting platform will 
require an ammunition truck to carry 
ordnance for a quick reload to continue 
to provide effective sea control.  
 Using the Marine Corps proposed 
Navy-Marine Expeditionary Ship Inter-
diction System force structure, a platoon 
would consist of 9 launchers and 30 
personnel, not including attached sup-
port personnel from the battery HQ.4 
An additional twelve Medium Tacti-
cal Vehicle Replacement-like (MTVR) 
vehicles would transport supplies and 
ordnance for multiple salvos. Twenty-
four Marines would operate them from 
the headquarters battery, also filling vi-
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tal roles such as communications, ord-
nance, and service personnel. Finally, 
an additional platoon of 36 Marines 
would be required to provide local se-
curity, including 9 JLTV-like vehicles 
to provide their needed mobility. In 
total, a fires EAB would require 90 
personnel, 18 JLTV-like vehicles, and 
12 MTVRs. Sustainment would require 
5,400 pounds of subsistence and 9,956 
pounds of fuel per day; each 8 missile 
salvo would require a resupply of 7,048 
lbs of ordnance.5
 A 2013 RAND study provides sev-
eral potential employment scenarios 
that detail the EAB locations required 
to establish sea control along the first 
island chain.6 Using the Lombok Strait 
and surrounding passages in Figure 1, 
seven separate EABs will be necessary. 
Given the geographic separation, each 
EAB will need to produce its own eight 
missile salvo. This requirement drives 
each EAB’s need to have the complete 
set of personnel and equipment out-
lined in the previous paragraphs. Of 
note, these EABs are not specific sites 
but instead broadly defined Position 
Areas Artillery where Navy-Marine 
Expeditionary Ship Interdiction Sys-
tem platoon and attachments will be 
able to fire, displace, reload, and be 
prepared to fire the next salvo.7 The 
previously mentioned mobility is vital 
to their ability to execute survivability 
displacements after firing.
 When scaled to the Lombok Strait 
and surrounding passages, the associ-
ated set of EABs would require a total 
of 63 shooting platforms, 84 supply 

vehicles, 63 security vehicles, and 630 
personnel. For sustainment, the fires 
EAB vignette requires 37,800 pounds 
per day of subsistence, 69,673 pounds 
per day of fuel, and 7,048 pounds of 
ordnance per salvo or more likely 21,144 
pounds per engagement with a 3-ship 
surface action group. Assuming one 
engagement per day, this vignette re-
quires approximately 65 short tons per 
day of sustainment delivered to the 7 
geographically separated sites.  

FARP EAB Vignette
 A FARP EAB supporting aviation 
operations would provide rearming and 
refueling for Marine Corps and Navy 
aircraft to extend time on station or 

increase sortie rates.9 These EABs will 
require aviation fueling equipment, ve-
hicles to transport equipment and sup-
plies, and material handling equipment 
to support ordnance movement from 
storage or transportation to the aircraft. 
Again, any equipment that is not self-
mobile would require transportation 
assets to enable mobility within the 
area of operations. Distributed Short-
Take Off Vertical Landing Operations 
(DSO), as a subset of Distributed Avia-
tion Operations, outlines the concept 
for the employment of mobile FARPs 
in EABO.10

 The premise of DSO is that F-35Bs 
can operate from land or sea bases out-
side the enemy’s WEZ, utilizing mobile 
FARPs to increase sortie generation.11 
A DSO study outlines a scenario where 
nine mobile FARPs, supported by three 
mobile distribution sites (MDS), can 
provide 24/7 FARP support to 28 F-
35Bs per day.12 Each FARP has mir-
rored personnel and equipment to 
provide all required aviation ground 
support capabilities. The FARPs collec-
tively service each F-35B twice per day 
with fuel and ordnance. Not all mobile 
FARPs will be active at once; they will 
rotate sites as depicted in Figure 2 to 
increase survivability. While the FARP 
size is scalable, the medium size is the 
smallest that can provide 24/7 opera-
tions, requiring a total of 1,479 person-

Figure 1. Example Fires EAB Laydown.8

Figure 2. Notional Mobile FARP Laydown.15
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nel and 387 vehicles to support the 9 
mobile FARPs and 3 MDSs.13 These 
sites would consume 88,740 pounds of 
subsistence and 162,213 pounds of fuel 
per day. Assuming the aircraft would 
require 12,000 pounds of fuel and re-
supply of ordnance each time, the daily 
requirement would be 672,000 pounds 
of fuel and up to 560,000 pounds of 
ordnance.14

 Support to Navy aircraft, like the 
P-8, will increase the fuel and ord-
nance requirements for these FARPs. 
For example, P-8s based out of Guam, 
conducting maritime patrol and recon-
naissance somewhere inside the first 
island chain, could be supported by a 
FARP in the Philippines, such as one of 
the mobile FARPs above.16 Departing 
from Guam and operating on station 
for approximately 4 hours, a P-8 would 
need 30,000 pounds of fuel to return 
to Guam safely. It would require P-8s 
rotating every 4 hours to provide 24-
hour coverage on a target area. The sup-
porting aircraft would require refueling 
support from the FARPs in the Philip-
pines six times a day and may need an 
entire reload of sonobuoys and Harpoon 
missiles or MK54 torpedoes.17 The total 
sustainment would be 180,000 pounds 
of fuel and 63,096 pounds of ordnance 
and sonobuoys per day.  
 When you combine the support to 
Marine Corps and Navy aircraft, the 
subsistence requirement remains the 
same at 88,700 pounds per day, assum-
ing supported aircraft crews require no 
subsistence. On a daily basis, the fuel 
requirement aggregates to 1,014,213 
pounds while the total ordnance require-
ment is approximately 623,096 pounds. 
Therefore, the complete daily support 
for FARP EABs would be 863 tons.  

Combining the Vignettes and Sup-
portability
 As described, the proposed vignettes 
will each require significant logistical 
support to provide an enduring pres-
ence. Furthermore, the anticipated scale 
of EABO means simultaneous execution 
of the vignettes.18 The result is that their 
logistics requirements are additive, there 
is no economy of scale to be gained, and 
they will likely compete for priority of 
logistics support. The vignettes’ com-

bination results in a daily sustainment 
requirement of 928 tons, establishing 
the logistics requirement for EABO.  
 There are countless permutations of 
combining connector types for accom-
plishing the daily sustainment require-
ment. Total deliveries will range from 
8–180 per day depending on the type 
of connectors used and their respective 
capacity.19 This quantity of deliveries 
places an extremely high demand on 
the distribution system and creates an 
EAB observation vulnerability. Any at-
tempt to reduce deliveries by increasing 
the delivery size will require additional 
ground or mobile storage. With the 
distribution requirement established, 
additional factors only complicate the 
challenge.

Supply and Distribution Network
 In light of the enemy threat, supply 
points for distributed operations, like 
EABO, must evolve to be more dis-
persed and located outside the enemy’s 
WEZ. The traditional model for an “iron 
mountain” assumes significant sustain-
ment risk, which led to the idea of dis-
persing supplies to multiple “iron hills,” 
which will avoid disastrous loss.20 The 
risk reduction loses economy of scale. 
Increasing supplies and distribution ca-
pacity to manage stockage levels between 
these supply points provides partial miti-
gation to the loss of economy of scale.21 
The net result is the increased cost for 
extra supplies and a more complex, less 
efficient distribution network to over-

come the dispersion. Figure 3 depicts the 
differences in the distribution and supply 
models and demonstrates the complex-
ity and increased distribution capacity 
requirement resulting from dispersing 
supplies to multiple supply points.  
 Additionally, geography, long distanc-
es, and enemy action complicate the dis-
tribution network. The most challenging 
geography for EABO is non-contiguous 
terrain, like the Lombok Strait and sur-
rounding passages from the fires vignette. 
EABs operating in areas separated by wa-
ter cannot leverage a common ground 
resupply point, requiring air or naval as-
sets to distribute supplies. Furthermore, 
with supply points located outside the 
enemy’s WEZ, lines of communication 
will be longer both in terms of distance 
and time.22 This time-space challenge re-
quires additional distribution capacity to 
ensure constant deliveries. Finally, enemy 
actions will result in losses in the distribu-
tion chain.23 These cannot be avoided 
in a high-end, modern conflict and will 
destroy both the distribution asset and its 
payload. These factors’ resulting impact 
is the requirement for redundant capacity 
that sits underutilized or gets re-tasked 
until losses occur.  

Push vs Pull Logistics
 In addition to the intricacies of the 
distribution and supply network, push 
versus pull logistics adds another com-
plexity level. Push logistics are forecast-
able items, including the subsistence, 
fuel, and ordnance requirements out-

Figure 3. Notional supply and distribution networks.
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lined earlier. While less efficient than 
pull logistics, it is the best way to ensure 
logistics support given the time-space 
considerations for distribution. Con-
versely, EABs cannot forecast pull logis-
tics, which are often critical items such 
as repair parts. EABs can bring a Class 
IX block, but since it is impossible to 
bring every part, equipment will become 
degraded or deadlined as a result of lack 
of parts, negatively impacting the EAB’s 
capability. While repair parts are a single 
example of a pull item, they illustrate any 
other unforecasted supply requirement’s 
challenges. The timely delivery of logis-
tics in EABO will depend on a robust 
and resilient supply and distribution sys-
tem capable of meeting both forecasted 
and unforecasted requirements.   

Other Logistics Function Require-
ments
 Other selected functions of logistics 
highlight some additional sustainment 
challenges created by EABO. Distanced 
from higher levels of care, casualty and 
medical evacuation become incredibly 
challenging. Given the current doc-
trine’s consolidation of medical capa-
bilities, operations at distributed EABs 
will only be capable of minimal medi-
cal treatment for any sustained injuries. 
This increases the risk to personnel be-
cause of impacts on the “golden hour,” 
and any casualty or medical evacuation 
will compete for the same distribution 
assets required for resupply.  
 Maintenance will be a challenge 
for EABs operating in austere envi-
ronments with minimal supplies and 
personnel. As previously mentioned, 
EAB forces can bring a parts block, 
increasing their sustainability—assum-
ing that the operators can repair the 
equipment. When special tools, equip-
ment, or maintainers are required, they 
will either have to be part of the EAB 
force or be readily available for sup-
port to widely dispersed forces. Even 
if available, these personnel and equip-
ment still have the challenge of getting 
to the EAB. If the equipment’s repair 
cannot be done on-site, recovery and 
evacuation for maintenance add an-
other complexity level.  
 While not all-inclusive, these selected 
functions demonstrate more competi-

tion for logistics priority within EABO. 
These competing logistics priorities 
are subject to the same distribution 
complexity resulting from inefficient 
distribution networks, losses to enemy 
actions, and unforecasted requirements. 
Moreover, logistics support will com-
pete with the movement and maneu-
ver operational function for the same 
surface or air assets. These factors only 
further complicate the daily challenge of 
distributing 928 tons of supplies, mak-
ing EABO at scale unsupportable in a 
modern, high-end conflict. Gen Berger 
testified that

the operational logistics system, both 
ground and aviation is insufficient to 
meet the challenges posed by a peer/
near-peer conflict, especially in the In-
do-Pacific where significant distances 
complicate sustainment of a deployed 
force.24

How It Could Be Supported
 Others would argue that EABO is 
logistically sustainable and there are 
mitigations for the complexity and 
challenges. First, the Marine Corps is 
already executing limited EABO. Sec-
ond, joint capabilities provide additional 
capacity for sustainment, enabling the 
expansion of EABO. Finally, future 

capabilities throughout the joint force 
are sufficient to provide the necessary 
support.  
 In 2019, the 31st MEU conducted 
EABO, demonstrating a FARP support-
ing aviation and support to HIMARs 
fires missions. The MEU seized an 
airfield and set up a FARP that could 
support both rotary-wing and KC-130J 
aircraft.25 The ability to support larger 
fixed-wing aircraft demonstrates sig-
nificant progress toward supporting 
EABO at scale in a conflict, given the 
increased sustainment requirements for 

providing that capability. The MEU 
then conducted a notional adjacent is-
land seizure, leveraging the first EAB 
to support the operation. The second 
island served as a base for HIMARS to 
conduct long-range precision strikes. 
This is an example of EABs supported 
with equipment, personnel, and capa-
bilities organic to a standard MEU.  
 The Tentative Manual for EABO 
identifies Operational Contract Sup-
port (OCS) and prepositioning as key 
enabling logistics capabilities. OCS can 
leverage local sources of supply to reduce 
distribution requirements for common 
logistics items significantly. Fuel and 
water are two of the most considerable 
sustainment requirements for EABO 
that OCS can fulfill. Prepositioning can 
provide the initial supplies while OCS 
gets up and running. Furthermore, it 
can reduce deployment requirements 
by having equipment staged in the 
operating area. Combined, OCS and 
prepositioning will lessen movement 
and sustainment requirements, resulting 
in a significant reduction of distribution 
requirements.
 From a joint perspective, the Air 
Force and Navy will also serve as criti-
cal enablers for EABO sustainment. The 
Air Force’s air mobility assets provide a 

distribution capability that can access 
many of the forward areas utilized for 
EABs from bases outside of the enemy’s 
WEZ.26 With substantially more capac-
ity than Marine Corps aviation, the Air 
Force will make considerable contribu-
tions to sustainment. From the Navy, the 
Marine Corps can “begin with leverag-
ing joint maritime efforts such as Naval 
Logistics Integration, Seabased Logistics, 
and Distributed Agile Logistics.”27 The 
inherent lift capacity of ships, their abil-
ity to serve as mobile supply points, and 
their capability to carry surface connec-

The timely delivery of logistics in EABO will depend 
on a robust and resilient supply and distribution sys-
tem capable of meeting both forecasted and unfore-
casted requirements.
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tors will be critical to enabling EABO at 
scale. These seabased assets will reduce 
the distances for lines of communica-
tion and provide significant increases 
in distribution capacity. Furthermore, 
the development of new platforms will 
increase distribution across sea lines of 
communication in the future.    
 The Marine Corps and Navy are 
pursuing new amphibious platforms 
to enable distributed operations. Most 
promising is the Light Amphibious 
Warship (LAW). Its design incorpo-
rates sufficient range to carry supplies 
from distant landbased supply nodes or 
seabased supply nodes from amphibious 
or maritime prepositioning ships.28 The 
LAW, augmented by new unmanned 
surface and air vehicles, can drastically 
increase distribution capacity, making 
EABO sustainable.

Rebuttal
 Previous success in demonstrating 
EABO and joint force capacity does 
not guarantee supportability moving 
forward. The examples from the 31st 
MEU are not to scale, which fails to 
show EABO’s true logistics challenge.
The scope of EABO’s logistics problem 
and the competition for distribution as-
sets within the joint force will demand 
too much of current capabilities and 
capacities. The joint competition ex-
tends to future budgets, which places 
the future programs intended to make 
EABO supportable at risk.   
 While OCS and prepositioning of re-
sources can significantly reduce the sus-
tainment distribution for EABO, they 
have inherent risks. For prepositioned 
equipment and supplies, there is the risk 
that they will be discovered or damaged 
before their use. If the compromise of 
these assets goes undiscovered, critical 
shortages will result that will degrade or 
prevent an EAB’s operations. Similarly, 
OCS requires trust that the host nation’s 
support will be available and reliable 
during a time of conflict. The sustain-
ment requirements of EABO demand 
reliability and neither prepositioning 
nor OCS can provide guarantees.  
 The assets identif ied as critical 
joint enablers for EABO are the same 
resources needed to support compet-
ing concepts from other Services. The 

Army’s Multi-Domain Battle Concept 
advertises to provide very similar sea 
control capabilities to those outlined 
in the fires vignette above.29 Sustain-
ment for the Army will require many 
of the same seabasing and air mobility 
assets, competing with those neces-
sary to support EABO.  Additionally, 
the Air Force aims to distribute their 
aviation operations to increase surviv-
ability in a modern conflict, increasing 
requirements for finite and limited air 
mobility assets.30 Finally, the Navy is 
likely to execute distributed maritime 
operations, resulting in an increased 
distribution requirement for sustain-
ment, which will demand more from 
an already stretched Combat Logistics 
Force (CLF).31 These CLF ships are 
the same that will be required to resup-
ply any seabases supporting EABO. 
Given competing priorities across the 
Services, the Marine Corps cannot 
expect to be the sole recipient of the 
joint assets. When combined with the 
risk of losses as a result of enemy action 
discussed earlier, joint assets are not 
a guaranteed solution for supporting 
EABO.      
 The combination of the LAW and 
unmanned vehicles promises to pro-
vide relief in the future but provides 
no assurances. Acquisition programs, 
new and old, are plagued with sched-
ule delays and cost overruns. For the 
fiscal year 2021, the LAW program’s 
approved funding was $24 million, al-
ready 20 percent less than the requested 
$30 million.32 There is no guaranteed 
budget to support future capabilities 
necessary for sustaining EABO. Each 
program competes for resources within 
the Service, and the Services compete 
within the DOD.33 The competition 
for funding is never-ending, and the 
possibility of reductions to the defense 
budget only exacerbates the problem. 
In a fiscally constrained environment, 
the prioritization of logistics programs 
like the LAW is doubtful. Despite these 
challenges, procurement must be suf-
ficient to meet distribution throughput 
with enough redundancy to overcome 
combat losses to make EABO sustain-
able. Even if these programs make it 
through the acquisition process in the 
quantities required, they are subject 

to the same interservice competition 
outlined previously.  
 Each Service’s distributed operations 
concept is likely individually support-
able. The joint force cannot consider 
these concepts in isolation, though, as 
they all combat the same threat and are 
likely to be executed simultaneously. 
The competition for existing capa-
bilities and capacities combined with 
future programs’ uncertainty furthers 
the complexity of  EABO in a modern, 
high-end fight. 

Conclusion
 The vignettes demonstrate the enor-
mous scope of the logistical requirement 
to sustain EABO. The distribution of 
these supplies would take a herculean 
effort, mired by the distribution chal-
lenges explored here, which only begin 
to scratch the surface of the issue’s true 
intricacy. The complexity of the logistics 
requirements makes EABO potentially 
unsustainable in a modern, high-end 
conflict.  
 This analysis does not doom EABO 
to failure in the future. As discussed, 
the joint force may have the capacity, 
but the Marine Corps must compete 
for it. Likewise, future capabilities may 
prove successful in meeting the distri-
bution challenge, but they do not exist 
yet. Using these assumed logistics capa-
bilities and capacity for planning before 
they are tested would be premature as 
they are too uncertain to be considered 
reliable. Knowing that the pacing func-
tion is logistics, sustainment must be 
approriately prioritized and resourced 
for EABO to be successful.   
 Moving forward, more fidelity is 
required to refine the total logistics re-
quirement. Better defining the concept 
of employment will enable the develop-
ment of a feasible concept of support. 
In developing the concept of support, 
more analysis is needed for preposition-
ing, OCS and the associated risk, and 
a detailed distribution analysis given 
current and future distribution plat-
forms. There are many permutations 
for combinations of land and seabased 
supply points, distribution paths, and 
connectors. The most promising of 
these must be thoroughly developed 
and wargamed or experimented with 
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to determine their ability to support 
EABO. In this analysis, interservice 
competition and future capabilities are 
critical factors.  
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